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514a Wednesday, March 9, 2011waves and surface contacts, we have used fluorescence and internal reflection
microscopy to simultaneously image the cell and the cell-surface contact re-
gion. We find that while some curvature waves are retracted before they reach
the side of the cell, those that do reach the side couple to the surface and, hence,
remain stationary relative to the surface. Regions of high curvature usually start
at the front of the cell and are associated with protrusive motion. The protrusion
location shifts rapidly in a ballistic manner at speeds nearly double that of cell
migration. To examine protrusive motion and curvature waves in the absence of
a surface contact, we fabricated micro-cliffs. The curvature wave speed of cells
extending over the cliff was double the wave speed of cells migrating to the
cliff, which is consistent with the higher wave speeds observed near the non-
adherent leading edge of cells. We connect the waves we observe in protrusive
activity to wave-like dynamics of intracellular signaling molecules. We also
use persistent waves to explain the zig-zag-like appearance of cell tracks and
the directional persistence of cell motion during chemotaxis.
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Chromosomes must be evenly segregated between daughter cells for cell viabil-
ity, and the kinetochore, a protein complex linking chromosomes to microtu-
bules, is crucial to this process. Despite a long list of kinetochore molecules,
our understanding of kinetochore mechanics, and higher-level structural organi-
zation, is still poor. Here, we use live imaging of a two-color sensor with sub-
pixel resolution tomeasure structural dynamics of individual kinetochores under
both natural force fluctuations provided by metaphase chromosome oscillations
in Ptk2, and externalmechanical perturbations. The distance between our probes
(CenpC and Cdc20) decreased by ~ 16% in poleward-moving (P) compared to
away-from-poleward-moving (AP) kinetochores. Informed by extensive analy-
sis of sister kinetochore dynamics, we interpret this change as due to compres-
sion within P kinetochores, where microtubules are depolymerizing, compared
to AP where they depolymerizing. The data point to two mechanically relevant
microtubule interaction interfaces: an active, force-generating interface located
between the CenpC and Cdc20 probes, and a passive, frictional interface located
at least 8 nmoutward from the active interface. P kinetochores are compressedby
movement of the active interface outward towards the passive interface, while in
AP kinetochores the force at the passive interface is exerted in the opposite
direction, leading to increased distance between the probes. Our assay relates
kinetochore structure and dynamics at 10 nm and 10 s scales to mechanical
behavior, and should be useful for generating a spatial map of all the interactions
between kinetochore subunits and microtubules that participate in chromosome
movement.
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The ability to impose localizedmagnetic fields onmagnetic bacteria has a variety
of applications including in biophysics, nature inspired materials, and non-
destructive sensors. Herein we demonstrate our ability to locally direct swim-
ming magnetotactic bacteria, Magnetospirillum magneticum strain AMB-1,
through microfabricated magnetic field concentrators. To accomplish this,
a pair of Helmholtz coils was built to magnetize microfabricated permalloy
structures of shapes including circles, squares, and triangles, which may affect
the local magnetic fields near the structures. The permalloy structures were fab-
ricated through photolithography and depositing a thin film of NiFe on a master
mold. The substrate was a #1 glass coverslip that permitted us to observe the in-
teractions of themagnetotactic bacteria with the permalloy structures. Thesemi-
crofabricated structures were positioned at the center and along the axes of the
Helmholtz coils. The response of the bacteria around the structurewas quantified
through analyzing the images of the bacteria in terms of orientation and velocity.
The results indicate that theAMB-1 appeared to cross or stop at the regions on the
structures possessing highermagnetic field intensity relative to the surroundings.
Furthermore, the bacteria appeared to alter their orientation as they approached
sharp corners of the structures.We also developed a model using Finite Element
Method Magnetics (FEMM) to investigate the regions of local magnetic field
gradients,which indicated highermagnetic fields at the protrusions and the sharp
points of themagnetic structures. Thiswork supports the idea of using thesemag-
netotactic bacteria as an aqueous non-destructive sensor and also has implica-
tions in fields including physics, biology, material science, and engineering.2798-Plat
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For the rod-shaped Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli, changes in cell
shape have critical consequences for motility, evasion of the host immune system,
proliferation, and adhesion. For most bacteria, the peptidoglycan cell wall is both
necessary and sufficient to determine cell shape. Yet, despite decades of biochem-
ical, genetic, and cytological studies of cell-wall synthesis, an understanding of
how the synthesis machinery assembles a peptidoglycan network with a robustly
maintained micron-scale shape and size has remained elusive. To explore shape
maintenance across rod-shapedGram-negative bacteria,we have quantified the ro-
bustness of cell shape in E. coli and two other Gram-negative bacteria in different
nutrient environments, genetic backgrounds, and in the presence of an antibiotic
that inhibits cell division. Previous biophysical modeling of the static relationship
between cell-wall organization and cell shape has proven successful in predicting
the mechanism of shape determination in vancomycin-treated E. coli cells and in
the spiral bacterium Helicobacter pylori, suggesting that mechanical forces play
a prominent role in shape regulation. In this work, we introduce a biophysical
model for the growth dynamics of rod-shaped cells that we employ to investigate
the roles of spatial regulationof peptidoglycan synthesis, biochemical propertiesof
glycan strands, and mechanical stretching during insertion. Our studies reveal that
rod-shape maintenance requires insertion to be insensitive to fluctuations in cell-
wall density and stress, and that a helical pattern of insertion is sufficient for
over six-fold elongation in a fixed directionwithout significant loss in shape. In ad-
dition, we demonstrate that both the length and prestretching of newly inserted
strands regulate cell width. In sum, we show that simple physical rules can allow
Gram-negative bacteria to achieve robust, shape-preserving cell-wall growth.
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Bacteria perform chemotaxis by regulation of their tumbling frequency. Quan-
titatively, the frequency of tumbling is regulated by the convolution of the his-
tory of the attractant detections with the impulse response function (kernel),
which measures the response of the bacterium to an impulse stimulus. At the
molecular level, the response is shaped by the molecular processes of (de)phos-
phorylation and (de)methylation. Experiments to measure the chemotactic re-
sponse function are currently realized using the classical tethering technique
(Silverman and Simon, 1974) where flagella are tethered to a glass slide via
a flagellin antibody . Flagella cannot rotate, whilst counter-rotation of the bac-
terium is visible at the microscope. This occurs when only a single flagellum is
tethered and E. coli is pre-treated to reduce it to a mono-flagellated state. The
statistics of rotations clock-wise or anti-clockwise (corresponding to runs and
tumbles) are thus measured in response to different stimuli.
We have developed a novel inferencemethod tomeasure the chemotactic response
function [1]. Bacteria are introduced in a 300-mm deep channel where a static and
homogeneous gradient of a chemical is established. The inference is performed on
the recorded trajectoriesof bacteria swimming in chemoattractant (or repellent) and
is thus non-intrusive. Only the concentration of chemoattractant (repellent) and the
times of tumble are necessary to extract the response function. Using this method
we have characterized the chemotactic response of E. coli for numerous attractants
and repellents. We studied the modification of the chemotactic response with the
concentration of attractant and repellent, with the magnitude of the gradients and
with gene deletions. Finally, we analyzed themodification of the response function
due to the loss of adaptation to one attractant induced by a second attractant.
[1] Voisinne et al, submitted to Cell
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The mechanical properties of gram-negative bacteria are governed by a rigid
peptidoglycan (PG) cell wall and the turgor pressure generated by the large
concentration of solutes in the cytoplasm. The elasticity of the PG has been
measured in bulk and in isolated sacculi and shown to be very compliant com-
pared to the overall stiffness of the cell itself. However, the stiffness of the cell
wall in live cells has not been accurately measured. In particular, the effects that
pressure-induced stress might have on the stiffness of the meshlike PG network
have not been addressed even though polymeric materials often exhibit large
